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1.

What is the Statement of Community Involvement?

1.1 Planning affects everyone. Planning decisions determine where development takes place and
what happens to our towns, open spaces and historic environment.
1.2 Producing a Statement of Community Involvement is a
legal requirement1. It sets out the opportunities residents
and other interested parties have to become involved in
planning, ensuring that the Council meets the requirements
set out in Government Regulations published in April 2012.2
The Council already has a Statement of Community
Involvement, but this is now 6 years old. Legal requirements
and the ways in which we engage with the community have
changed. We plan to replace our current statement with an
up to date, stream lined document, which is clearer and
easier to understand, using new ways to engage and
empower people about the future planning of their local
areas.

Claygate Design Workshop-May 2011

1.3 Some local people have already given us their views on our existing approach to community
engagement. Their comments have played a key role in shaping the content of this draft document,
creating a more easily understood, and up to date document that answers the following key questions;







Why do we encourage community engagement?
How can you become involved?
Who do we consult?
Which sort of planning issues can you comment on?
When should you let us know your views?
 What do we do with your comments?

1.4

The Council consulted on its draft Statement of
Community Involvement between 14 September
2012 and the 12 October 2012. The results of this
consultation were considered and, where
appropriate reflected in this document. A summary
of these representations and the Council’s
response to these can be found in the Consultation
Statement which can be found at
www.elmbridge.gov.uk

Cobham Local Character Assessment - April 2011

1
2

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
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2.

Why is community involvement important?

2.1
The Government is committed to increasing the ability of local communities to influence planning
decisions and future development in their areas by making the planning system much more simple and
accessible. The National Planning Policy Framework, published on 27 March 2012, simplifies the
planning system, making it easier to understand and much more accessible to local people. It sets out
the Government’s commitment to involve all interested parties in planning.
“Early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses is essential. A wide section of the community should be proactively engaged, so that local
plans, as far as possible, reflect a collective vision and a set of agreed priorities for the sustainable
development of an area, including those contained in any neighbourhood plans that may have been
made.” 3.
2.2
The Council has taken a local approach to the preparation of its planning documents. This
ensures that they are relevant, addressing particular issues of interest to the local community.
2.3
The Government has also introduced the option for a Parish Council or a Neighbourhood Forum
to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan4. These plans need to deliver growth within the area. They cannot
promote less development than is set out in the Council’s Local Plan, but they can promote more. In
addition, and unlike Council prepared plans, a Neighbourhood Plan must undergo a local referendum
prior to being adopted. Once adopted it would form part of the Local Plan.
2.4
The approach taken to engaging and involving local residents, business and other stakeholders
is a matter for the Parish Council or the Neighbourhood Forum. As local communities are responsible for
the development of these plans, it is up to them to decide how they involve people and undertake any
consultation. However, the Council does have some statutory functions regarding the development of
Neighbourhood Plans, which are set out in the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.5

3. What do we do with your comments?
3.1
We take account of every comment sent in to us. As far as possible, we try and make sure that
your comments are taken on board in making decisions about planning, but it is impossible to satisfy all
people all of the time. We do have to make some very difficult decisions at times. These must be in
accordance with the national planning policy framework as well as our own local plan.

4. How do you find out what difference your comments have made?
4.1
If your comments relate to a planning document, we will prepare a Consultation Statement
setting out how and why the comments made during the consultation have either been taken on board
and influenced the final document or have not been considered as appropriate for inclusion. The
Consultation Statement will be placed on the Council’s website. Where appropriate, feedback sessions
may be organised where people have been involved directly in either focus groups or workshop
sessions.
4.2
If your comments relate to a particular planning application, these are summarised and
responded to within the planning officer’s report.
3

National Planning Policy Framework, 2012 paragraph 155, p.37
Localism Act, 2011, Chapter 3 p113

4
5

These regulations can be viewed at http://www.legislation.gov.uk
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5. Who do we consult?
The Local Community
5.1
Elmbridge has a resident population of
130,000. It is important to understand who the
local community is in order to ensure that we
engage and consult in the most effective way,
and that the views received are representative
of the community as a whole and do not just
represent the views of a vocal minority. When
reviewing the responses to consultation we will
examine how they reflect the demographic
breakdown of the Council’s local population.
This will allow us to identify those groups that
are under represented and improve our methods
of engaging with them.

Elmbridge population
75 to 79
60 to 64
45 to 49
30 to 34

Female (%)
Male (%)

15 to 19
0 to 4
10

5

0

5

10

Source: ONS 2010 Resident Population

5.2
Like many areas across the UK, Elmbridge has
an increasingly ageing population. 27% (36,800) are
over the age of 55, which is an increase of over 10%
since 2001.
5.3
There has also been a significant increase in the
number of children and young people under the age of
19, with the population standing at 33,000. This group
has also grown by 10% since 2001 and has coincided
with an increase in the number of residents aged over
40, suggesting that there are an increasing number of
families being attracted to the area over the last ten
years.
Young People’s Planning Forum- Sept 2011

5.4
The age group that has seen significant decline over the last decade has been those aged
between 20 and 35 and now makes up only 15% of the population compared to over 17% in 2001.
5.5
75%, of our working age residents are in employment. Over 90% of men are economically active
whereas the figure is only 61% for women. 37% of the working age population in Elmbridge is classified
as ‘looking after their family’ compared to 26% and 25% for the South East and Great Britain
respectively.
.
5.6
The working population is also relatively affluent with an average weekly wage of £720 compared
to £554 for the South East. This higher than average salary for the region reflects both the level of
commuting into London and the number of residents in senior management or professional occupations.
68% of working age residents are in these higher income occupations.
5.7
Despite this affluence there are also some small pockets of relative deprivation. These areas
have lower incomes, higher unemployment and poorer health compared to other areas in the Borough.
5% of the population claim benefits, with the majority of these being incapacity or disability benefits
(3.4%).).
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5.8
The largest minority ethnic group is Asian or Asian British who make up 4.8% of the population.
89% of the population are white.

The Wider Community
5.9
It is important to recognise that it’s not just residents that make up our community. The Borough
has many small and medium sized businesses located in the town and village centres and industrial
estates, together with a number of larger companies such as Sony, Proctor and Gamble and Mercedes
Benz who all make a significant contribution to the local economy. A significant proportion of the
population that work in the Borough commute from other areas with the majority of those commuting to
the business and industrial parks in the Weybridge area.
5.10 There is also a strong voluntary and community sector that provides a number of valued services
across the Borough. These organisations are important in delivering services to local people and, as
such, are a key consultee on planning issues.
5.11 Utilities companies, Surrey County Council and other service providers such as the National
Health Service and the Environment Agency, are consulted on all planning policy and, where necessary,
planning applications.

Statutory Consultees
5.12 There are certain organisations that the Council has a statutory duty to consult. When developing
Local Plans, regulations6 state the types of groups that must be included in consultation processes. They
are grouped into ‘specific’ and ‘general’ consultation bodies (See appendix 1).
5.13 Specific bodies are those organisations the Council is required to consult on all planning policy.
They include organisations such as the Environment Agency, health care providers and neighbouring
local authorities.
5.14 General bodies include voluntary groups, business interests and amenity groups who may be
interested to find out how the proposed changes may affect them. Unlike specific bodies there is no
definitive list of general bodies with whom the Council must consult.
5.15 In addition the Council works closely with neighbouring boroughs and districts and the County
Council with regards to strategic priorities and areas of common interest. These partnerships help us to
meet our Duty to Co-operate, established by the Localism Act 2011.7
5.16 There are also statutory consultees that need to be notified on specific planning applications
before the grant of permission. Consultation depends on the application type and location of the
proposed development. For further information, see appendix 2.

The Council recognises the different individuals, groups and organisations that make up the
Elmbridge community, their differing needs and expectations, and the various roles they
perform. There is ‘no one size fits all’ and methods of engagement need to be tailored to
maximise their opportunities to influence the way in which their local area should develop.

6
7

Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
National Planning Policy Framework, para 178-181.
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6. What Principles will guide community engagement?
6.1
In order to maintain high standards of customer service and continually improve engagement
with the community, the following core principles have been established.

Make it relevant
Focussing on issues that matter to particular groups
Explaining the role of planning and the way in which people can have an influence

Avoid Consultation overload
 Maintaining our planning database to keep it as up to date as possible
 Ensuring regular information on what we are doing is provided through the website, press articles
and Council newsletters
 Joining up with other consultation events where possible and use the results of other
consultations as evidence

Make it readable and easily accessible
 Providing clear and jargon free consultation materials
 Recognising the importance of the internet in improving accessibility to information but also its
limitations for consulting with some groups
 Complying with the Council’s Corporate Equality Plan accessibility standards

Give you the information you need, when you need it
 Providing documents for inspection at the Civic Centre and all public libraries
 Publishing all documents on the Council’s website
 Informing all specific and general consultation bodies that the draft and associated documents
are available for consultation
 Sending copies of the consultation document to relevant specific consultees
 Placing notices on all community notice boards in the Borough
 Issuing a press release to publicise the consultation
 Using other events or publications, where available and appropriate, to publicise any
consultation, including attending local community group meetings on request
 Placing a notice in the Surrey Advertiser and the Elmbridge Guardian newspapers, as well as
their web sites, outlining what the draft document is about and that these are available for
consultation

Provide feedback
 Publishing consultation statements following all consultations
 Publishing reports following any research
 Holding public forums such as the Planning Services User Group
 The Authority’s Monitoring Report also provides feedback through policy analysis and
assessment, allowing people to see whether polices are working in practise.

Be clear about what we will do and what we will not do
 We will not accept any anonymous or confidential responses
 We will make all responses publicly available
 We will not take into account comments received after the consultation period
 We will not accept any responses which are considered to be offensive or prejudiced
 We will not provide individual responses. A generic consultation statement will address any
issues raised.
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7. How can you be involved in the Local Plan?
7.1
Every local authority is required to produce a Local Plan for its area. The Elmbridge Local Plan
will guide the future development and use of land, buildings and infrastructure up to 2026. All planning
decisions must be made in accordance with the Local Plan.
7.2
The Council has a suite of documents, which together form the local plan. This provides greater
flexibility and an ability to respond to changing economic, social or environmental circumstances as only
one document would need to be reviewed not the whole local plan. These documents are being
prepared over a number of years and focus on specific areas of plan making – e.g. overall strategy, site
allocations and development management. The Council must consult residents, businesses and other
stakeholders on these documents and this section outlines the stages at which you can become
involved.
7.3
There are two principle types of document that set out and explain policy. Each has different
statutory arrangements that dictate what they can cover and how they are prepared.
Local Plans These set out policies that will be used to manage development within the Borough. They
are consulted on and examined by a Planning Inspector through a public examination.
Supplementary Planning Documents These provide additional guidance on policies in the adopted
Local Plan. They cannot introduce new policy. Although they are consulted on, they are not examined by
a Planning Inspector.
7.4

In addition to Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents, you can also comment on:

 The Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule
 The Statement of Community Involvement
 The Local Development Scheme
These documents are explained in greater detail at section 8.
7.5
The progress and success of these documents is monitored annually through the ‘Authority
Monitoring Report’. The diagram overleaf illustrates how these different documents make up the
Elmbridge Local Plan. The Council is currently producing two new Local Plan documents, which will
address settlement investment and development, as well as development management, in order to
complete all elements of its Local Plan. For comprehensive information about each document and the
timetable for their delivery, please see the current Local Development Scheme which is available online8.
For convenience, the key consultation milestones for both documents are set out below.
Consultation activity
Consultation on draft documents
Publication and consultation on proposed
submission documents
Submission for Examination in Public
Adoption

8

Date
January to March 2013
June to July 2013
October 2013
September 2014

Local Development Scheme 2011-2014- www.elmbridge.gov.uk/planning/policy/lds.htm
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Figure 1: The Elmbridge Local Plan
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Preparing Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents
7.6
All planning policy documents are required to be based on evidence. The evidence used in
preparing a plan includes ‘hard’ statistical evidence such as census data, population projections, housing
and accommodation needs, land supply and economic growth expectations. In addition ‘soft’ data can
also be used to inform planning documents. This includes public opinion from consultation, surveys and
workshops etc, which are used to ensure that any policy that is prepared reflects local opinion as far as
possible.
7.7
In addition the Council needs to ensure that polices are compatible with national policy as set out
in the National Planning Policy Framework. Therefore the Council must balance the need to ensure that
its policies not only reflect local opinion, as far as possible, but that they are justified by the empirical
economic, social and environmental evidence whilst supporting the broad national aims of the
Government.
7.8
In ensuring that the Council takes account of local opinions and concerns when preparing
planning policy a five-stage process will be used. The diagram overleaf illustrates the key stages in the
plan making process which are:
1. Preparation
2. Consultation on a draft document
3. Production/ Publication of final document
4. Submission and examination
5. Adoption
7.9
Whilst all these stages will be undertaken for the production of Local Plans, Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPD) do not require an examination in public. As such stage 4 does not apply.
Each of these stages is discussed in the next section detailing what the Council will do to engage
people.

Sustainability Appraisal
Throughout this process the Council is required to assess the social, environmental and economic
implications of planning policies and proposals. Sustainability Appraisal takes place alongside the
preparation of the Local Plan.
In undertaking sustainability appraisals, the Council will:
 consult key stakeholders, including the Environment Agency, Natural England and English Heritage
on the scope of the appraisal
 consult key stakeholders and the public as part of public participation in the preparation of a
Development Plan Document
 undertake public consultation on the final Sustainability Appraisal which supports the Proposed
Submission Local Plan
Sustainability Appraisals are not required for Supplementary Planning Documents.
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Figure 2: Process diagram for the Preparation of Planning Documents
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Stage 1: Preparation
7.10

This stage applies to Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents.

What this stage involves
7.11 This stage involves the gathering of evidence and identification of the main issues relating to the
document’s purpose. This is where the process of engaging with residents, businesses, service
providers, utilities and all other stakeholders will begin.

How you can be involved
7.12 This is one of the best times to be involved in the plan making process as your comments and
views form part of the evidence base that supports the Council in setting the policy direction of the
proposed plan.
7.13 The methods used in engaging stakeholders will depend on the type of document being
produced, the target audience and the Council’s resources. Legislation does not set out how the Council
should approach early engagement and any approach taken by the Council will be limited by the amount
of financial and staff resources available. The Council will seek to use the most effective approach both
in terms of cost and outcome.
7.14 The following list details some of the activities and methods we will consider using. It is not
exhaustive; nor does it represent a list of activities that will be used in every instance. All engagement
activities being undertaken will be published on the Council’s website.
Providing information:

Public exhibitions

Publication and distribution of posters, fliers and promotional leaflets

Articles in the Elmbridge Review

Present information at public events such as ‘Let’s Talk Elmbridge’

Presentations at Planning User Group
Consultation:

Questionnaires and surveys

Surveys of the Council’s residents panel
Involvement:

Community planning workshops

Stakeholder focus groups

Meetings with community groups and other key stakeholders
7.15 Many of the above activities are also dependent on timing. If the consultation or early
engagement exercise falls within the timeframe of a ‘Let’s Talk Elmbridge’ event or an ‘Elmbridge
Review’ publication date, then it will be possible to use these to support any consultation or engagement
activity being undertaken.
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Stage 2: Consultation on the draft document
7.16

This stage applies to Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents.

What this stage involves
7.17
This consultation stage is a statutory requirement9. At this stage all the evidence collected from
the preparation stage, including the results of early engagement, is considered and a draft document is
published for consultation.
7.18 This is an important stage allowing you to comment on whether you consider this to be the
correct way forward and gives you the opportunity to raise any concerns regarding the policy or
guidance set out in the document and set out any alternative options to those being proposed.

How you can be involved
7.19 Any consultation on draft documents will be no shorter than 6 weeks for Local Plans and 4 weeks
for Supplementary Planning Documents. However should consultation coincide with a holiday period
such as Christmas, the time for responses for Supplementary Planning Documents will be extended to 6
weeks. The consultation methods used will be advertised on the Council’s web site and will accord with
the Core Principles set out in section 6.
7.20 The Council will take into account any representations received before the deadline and consider
and make appropriate changes before producing the final document.

9

The statutory requirements set out in Regulation 12, 13, 18, 35 and 36 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012
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Stage 3: Production/ Publication of final document
7.21

This stage applies to Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents.

What this stage involves
7.22 In the case of a local plan, the Council will publish the plan, and if necessary any changes to the
adopted policies map10, that, in its view should be the final version.
7.23 In the case of a Supplementary Planning Document, a final version will be produced and
presented to the Council for adoption (see Stage 5). There is no scope to make further comments on
a Supplementary Planning Document at that stage.

How you can be involved
7.24 The published local plan document will be subject to consultation for 6 weeks. This consultation
stage is a statutory requirement11. The way in which you respond becomes much more formal at this stage.
Representations can only relate to whether it has been prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate, the relevant legal and procedural requirements, and whether it is considered to be ‘sound’. As
such, your representation at this stage should only make reference to these matters.

National Planning Policy Framework- Tests of soundness
Positively Prepared- the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable
development;

Justified- the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the reasonable
alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;

Effective- the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working on cross
boundary strategic priorities; and

Consistent with national policy- the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development in
accordance with the policies in the framework.
7.25 The consultation methods used will be advertised on the Council’s website and will accord with the
Core principles set out in section 6. To support anyone making a representation the Council will publish
guidance notes setting out how representations should be made. In addition the Council will provide an
appropriate form on which representations can be made. Those making the representations should indicate
if they would like to attend and give evidence at a public examination.
7.26 Following consideration of the comments made during the consultation, the Council will give
consideration to making minor changes in the light of comments received prior to submission. If we decide
we want to make more significant changes in the light of your comments, we will re-publish and re-consult.
10

A policies map illustrates the policies, proposals and designations in the local plan documents.
The statutory requirements are set out in Regulation 19, 20, 35 and 36 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012.
11
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Stage 4: Submission and examination
7.27

This stage applies to Local Plans only.

What this stage involves
7.28 All representations made at stage 3 are then submitted to the appointed inspector together with
the document itself, and all supporting evidence used in its preparation12.
7.29 The independent inspector will consider whether the document meets the tests of soundness set
out in the National Planning Policy Framework (as explained in 7.24).

How you can be involved
7.30 The Council will publicise the examination in accordance with statutory requirements13, giving
people at least 6 weeks notice before the opening of any hearing session. We will let you know where
and when the hearing will be held and the name of the independent inspector.
7.31
The Government encourages representations to be dealt with in writing. However, if people
would like to present their evidence in person, a public hearing will be held. Written representations carry
equal weight to those presented orally at the examination. The inspector will decide how any oral
representations will be heard, however, this usually takes place as a round table debate chaired by the
inspector.

12

In accordance with statutory requirements set out in Regulation 22, 35 and 36 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
13
The statutory requirements set out in Regulation 24, 35 and 36 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012
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Stage 5: Adoption
7.32

This stage applies to Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents.

What this stage involves
7.33 Both Local Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents need to be formally adopted by the
Council before they carry any weight14. Once adopted, they become statutory planning policy or
guidance and form part of the Elmbridge Local Plan.
7.34 Following examination of a Local Plan, the inspector will produce a report with their
recommendations. On receipt of the Inspector’s Report, the Council will make a copy publicly available
and inform those persons who asked to be notified of its publication as soon as reasonably practicable.15
Where necessary, the document will be amended to reflect the Inspector’s recommendations prior to
being presented to the Council for adoption.
7.35 With regards to Supplementary Planning Documents, the Council will consider the comments
made at Stage 2, and make any appropriate changes before formally adopting the document.

How you can be involved
7.36 There is no scope to comment at this final stage of the process unless you wish to legally
challenge the document being adopted16. The application must be made promptly, and in any event, not
later than the end of the six weeks from the date set out in the Adoption Notice.

Elmbridge Local Plan and Supplementary Planning Documents- adopted 2011/2012

14

The Council must adopt in accordance with Regulation 14 or 26 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012.
15
In accordance with Regulation 25, 35 and 36 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
16
Any aggrieved person may make an application to the High Court under Section 113 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 on the grounds that the document is not within the appropriate power or that a procedural requirement has
not been complied with.
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8. What other planning documents can you comment on?
The Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule
8.1
The Community Infrastructure Levy is a standardised, non-negotiable, local levy that is placed on
new development for the purpose of helping to raise funds to support the delivery of the infrastructure
such as schools, highways etc that is required as a result of new development. The Council is due to
adopt its first Charging Schedule at the beginning of 2013. This will be kept under review and it is
therefore likely that consultation will take place again within the lifetime of this Statement of Community
Involvement.
8.2
Regulations17 require local authorities to undertake a clearly defined procedure prior to adopting a
Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule, which sets out the level of charge the Council will
require for every additional square metre of new development. The requirements for consultation prior to
adoption include:


The publication and consultation of a Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule setting out the Council’s
initial consideration of an appropriate charge;



The publication of a Draft Charging Schedule on which representations can be made prior to its
submission for an independent examination. This consultation will be for a minimum of 4 weeks;



An examination in public of the Draft Charging Schedule. All those who made representations on the
Draft Charging Schedule will have the opportunity to make an oral presentation at a public hearing.

8.3
The Council will follow the five-stage process applied to Development Plan Documents in the
production or review of a Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule, recognising the importance
of early engagement within the development of new policy. The consultation methods to be used for both
the consultation on the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule and the Draft Charging will be advertised on
the Council’s website and will accord with the Core Principles set out in section 6.

Statement of Community Involvement
8.4
When preparing the Statement of Community Involvement, the Council will undertake an initial
four-week consultation inviting specific and general consultees along with everyone registered on the
planning database to make early representations. These comments will be considered when preparing
the draft Statement of Community Involvement.
8.5
The draft document will then be subject to a further 4 week consultation which will accord with
the Core Principles set out in section 6.

Local Development Scheme
8.6
The Local Development Scheme sets out a 3 year work programme for producing planning
documents. This shows you the key consultation periods when you can become involved. Whilst
consultation on this document is not a legal requirement, the Council considers that it is good practice to
undertake a targeted local consultation in order to engage people early in the process, and confirm that
partner organisations can provide necessary information on time. Responses are requested within 3
weeks.
17

Regulation 15 and 16 of the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 (as amended 2011).
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9. How can you be involved in Planning Applications?
9.1
The Council’s Planning Services is responsible for the processing of all planning applications
within the Borough. This section sets out how you can be involved in planning applications at the preplanning stage, application stage and once a decision has been made.

General advice and assistance
9.2
The Development Management section provides a daily duty officer system, which enables
people to speak to an experienced planning officer either at the Civic Centre or by telephone. Offering
basic planning advice, the service operates between 10am and 4pm.
9.3
A wealth of information on the Borough’s development management functions including
validation requirements can be obtained online at the Planning Services home page
www.elmbridge.gov.uk/planning
9.4
The Planning Portal is the UK Government's online planning and building regulations resource for
England and Wales and also provides advice and services for the public and professionals
www.planningportal.gov.uk
9.5
Additionally, Planning Aid England provides free, independent and professional planning advice
to communities and individuals who cannot afford to pay professional fees. This service encourages
people to become involved in the planning system.
9.6

The contact details for Planning Aid are:
 Telephone: 0330 123 9244
 Email: advice@planningaid.rtpi.org.uk

Stage 1: The pre-application stage
9.7
Formal procedures for dealing with pre application enquiries were introduced in 2008. The
formalisation of this stage with appropriate fees allows us to dedicate time with applicants to improve the
quality of development schemes prior to submission.
9.8
The Council will encourage developers/applicants to consult with the community about their initial
schemes. Depending on the size and scale of the development proposal the Council would recommend
developers/applicants use some or all of the follow methods of consultation:




Letter/or discussion with neighbours about plans
Surgery/Drop in/exhibition event to discuss proposals with interested neighbours, community
groups and consultation bodies (where appropriate)
Public meeting combined with a ‘Planning for Real’ exercise. Should also include media
advertisement to publicise the event and development.

9.9
The Localism Act requires applicants to consult with the community before submitting planning
applications for certain developments. This will give local people a chance to comment when there is still
an opportunity to influence the proposal18.
9.10 Pre application consultation should provide all groups, statutory and non-statutory, and specialist
interest groups, with an opportunity to participate in the evolution of development proposals.
18

Localism Act 2011: Chapter 4-Consultation, 122 ‘Consultation before applying for planning permission’.
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9.11 Applicants are especially encouraged to liase early with infrastructure providers for new
developments at the pre-application stage.
9.12 When applicants have undertaken community consultation, it is advisable to include a full
statement of community involvement in the planning application submission. This will allow the Council
to understand how the community and other stakeholders have been involved.

Stage 2: The application stage
9.13 Opportunities for formal community involvement occur when applications are lodged. Planning
applications include tree applications and proposals, telecommunications proposals, listed building and
conservation area consents.
9.14 It is at this point when the majority of residents become involved in the planning system
especially if the proposed development affects them directly. Elmbridge determines some 2000
applications a year ranging from householder applications to new housing schemes and retail and office
developments. These decisions are important to local people as they have a direct impact on the way an
area grows and develops.
9.15 The requirements for advertising and consulting on planning applications are set out in the Town
and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010. As well as meeting
these statutory requirements, the Council has a well-established process for publicising planning
applications. These include:









Weekly e-mail alerts
Weekly list published in newspaper and on website
Letters to statutory organisations and interest groups
Letters to residents/businesses/properties next to the application site in most cases
Planning applications with plans uploaded on the web to enable online consultation and
tracking
Alerts via twitter
Site notices (under certain circumstances)
Newspaper adverts where required

9.16 Applications, including all of their supporting information, are made available online19. Comments
can be made in writing direct to the Council or through the online consultation portal. The comments
received and additional information including the officer report (which includes a summary of comments
received) are added to the website so that anyone can view the information upon which a decision is
made. For more detailed advice on how to comment on a planning application, please see the leaflet
which is available online at www.elmbridge.gov.uk/planning/comment.htm.
9.17 All responses received are uploaded on to the Council’s website and are considered and
included in written reports regardless of the decision-making mechanism (see stage 3). Unfortunately
due to the volume of representations that are received we can no longer provide acknowledgements.
Full consideration will be given, and due weight attached, to the views of the community and
stakeholders.

19

For those customers without access to the internet, this information can also be viewed using the computers at the Council
Offices and Borough libraries
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Stage 3: The decision stage
9.18 The majority of applications are dealt with within 8 weeks or 13 weeks for ‘major’ applications.
We provide notification of decisions using the following methods:



Decision lists are placed on the website

9.19 In some instances decisions will be made at sub committee and these meetings are open to the
public. However, there are instances when an application will be referred to the full Planning Committee:




For any application where there are objections from more than 40 households and the
sub committee has recommended permission then the decision will be referred to the full
Planning Committee
All departures from the Development Plan that are required to be forwarded to the
Secretary of State
Any two Members of the Planning Committee may refer an application to the Planning
Committee from the Area Sub Committee at which they were present

9.20 This sub committee process, including public speaking, is explained on the Council’s website
www.elmbridge.gov.uk/planning and includes the following consultation methods:





Letters to interested parties including the committee date and advice regarding their right
to be heard.
Committee papers
Presentations at committee
Committee minutes

Stage 4: The post application stage
9.21 If an application is refused, or the decision includes a condition that the applicant/developer is not
satisfied with, or the application has not been determined within the statutory time period, the
applicant/developer can appeal the decision or non-determination. The Council will contact all those who
made representations during the application to notify them of the appeal and invite further comments. All
views are heard during an appeal. The Planning Inspectorate will inform the Council and objectors of the
outcome. These are the current methods of communication the Council adopts with regard to appeals,
all of which are available on the Council’s website:




Monthly list of forthcoming hearings and inquiries
Weekly list of appeals received
Weekly list of appeal decisions

9.22 The planning website contains information on how the appeal process works and includes a
range of downloadable leaflets and appeal information from the Planning Inspectorate. You can make an
appeal and track the process of an appeal through the Council’s website.

Planning Enforcement
9.23 The Planning Enforcement Charter outlines the Council’s planning enforcement procedures and
practice. This is available to view on the Council’s website along with a summary leaflet and Concordat
(a short leaflet that details the Best Practice for Regulating the Environment).
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10. How well are we doing?
10.1
The Government recommends assessing resources for managing community involvement.
Involving the community during all planning processes has time, staff resource and funding implications
and must be a key consideration when planning any form of engagement or consultation.
10.2
Therefore whilst Elmbridge is committed to providing a high level service to the community
making sure everyone has the opportunity to be involved in the planning process the Council will look to
achieve this in the most resource efficient way. Therefore any approach used when engaging with
stakeholders will reflect the type of work being undertaken. Any non-statutory approaches used during
engagement or consultation activities will also be reviewed to assess whether such an approach was
effective and achieved value for money.
10.3
The Statement of Community Involvement will be monitored on an annual basis and the
outcomes of any consultation or engagement activity reported through the Authority Monitoring Report.
This will include assessing whether the community involvement techniques indicated in this document
have been effective and efficient in achieving a good level of public involvement and participation across
all sections. Questionnaires and surveys will be used to gauge participant’s views on the success of
consultation events. As a result of monitoring, the Council will consider what changes, if any, need to be
made to the Statement of Community Involvement.
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Appendix 1: Consultation Groups Involved in Local Plan production
Specific Consultation bodies
The council must involve the following statutory organisations in the Local plan process. These along
with the government departments listed below form the specific consultation bodies as defined in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. These are:
 Environment Agency
 English Heritage
 Natural England
 Network Rail Infrastructure Limited
 Secretary of State for Transport
 Highway Agency
 Surrey County Council- Strategy, Transport and Planning
 Other adjacent local authorities
 M3 Local Enterprise Partnership
 Civil Aviation Authority
 NHS Surrey
 Surrey Police
 Police and crime commissioner
 Relevant telecommunications companies
 Relevant electricity and gas companies
 Relevant water and sewerage undertakers
 Homes and Communities Agency
 Parish Councils

General consultation bodies
 Voluntary bodies some or all of whose activities benefit any part of Elmbridge Borough
Council’s area.
 Bodies that represent the interests of different racial, ethnic or national groups in
Elmbridge Borough Council’s area
 Bodies that represent the interests of different religious groups in Elmbridge Borough Council’s
area

 Bodies, which represent the interests of disabled persons in Elmbridge Borough Council’s area.
 Bodies, which represent the interests of persons carrying on business in Elmbridge Borough
Council’s area.
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Duty to co-operate bodies
 Environment Agency
 English Heritage
 Natural England
 The Mayor of London
 Civil Aviation Authority
 Homes and Community Agency
 NHS Surrey
 Office of Rail Regulation
 Transport for London
 Surrey County Council
 Highway Agency
 M3 Local Enterprise Partnership

Other Consultees
Some 900 bodies and individuals are registered on the Elmbridge Planning Services database. These
have been grouped and include:
 Individual Residents, residents associations, local strategic partnership, parish councils,
community groups, societies, political parties
 Councillors- Local and County
 Local businesses, business associations, chamber of commerce, commercial companies
 Planning Officers in other local authorities, developers, agents, planning consultants, architects,
surveyors, landscape architects, housing associations
 Landowners, Estate agents (residential and commercial)
 Disabled groups, public agencies, charity organisations, voluntary organisations, ethic groups,
care providers, health providers, leisure groups, minority groups, religious groups, sports bodies,
young people, allotments, police, older people, faith groups, equalities, community support.
 Environment and nature, historic groups, Conservation Area Advisory Committees
 Infrastructure providers, schools and education institutes, transport groups
 Members of Parliament
 Government Departments
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Appendix 2: Formal Consultation by application type or location
This table explains the organisations/people Planning Services notify in relation to certain types of
planning application. Consultees have a 21-day period to respond.
Application/ Location

Consultees

Adjoining Borough Boundary
Adjoining railway
Advertisements
Ancient Woodland

Relevant adjoining authority
Network Rail
Surrey County Council Highways
Forestry Commission
Surrey Wildlife Trust
English Heritage
Thames Water
Surrey Constabulary
EBC Housing

Scheduled Monuments
Applications of 15 houses or more

Archaeological site
Claygate settlement area
Conservation area
Contaminated land
Gates and fences on all public roads
Householder extensions that could impact on car
parking, garage conversions, parking changes and
front projecting garages/extensions only on
classified A, B and C roads
Leisure Development
Listed Building- Grade I or II*
Loss of playing fields

Major Development Sites over 0.4 hectares
New dwellings on public roads
New Park or Extension
Non- residential applications
Historic Parks and Gardens
Pipeline
Possible presence of bats
Public Footpath
Site of Special Scientific Interest, Site of Nature
Conservation Interest, Local Nature reserve
Within the flood plain and Flood Zone 3B
Shop Fronts
Theatres
Trees in conservation area
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Surrey County Council- Archaeologist
Claygate Parish Council
Relevant Conservation Area Advisory Committee
English Heritage (where appropriate)
EBC Environmental Health
Surrey County Council- Highways
Surrey County Council Highways

EBC Leisure
English Heritage
Surrey Playing Fields Association
EBC Leisure
Sports England
Surrey County Council- Archaeologist
Surrey County Council- Highway Department
EBC Leisure
EBC Environmental Health
English Heritage
Pipeline Agency
Natural England
Surrey Wildlife Trust
Surrey County Council Highways
Surrey Wildlife Trust
Natural England
Environment Agency
Surrey County Council Highways
The Theatres Trust
Conservation Area Advisory Committee
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